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Birth Certificate now Reformed

Live Birth, by locations of Land, Sea, Air, or by Incubation or not mentioned,
with No-Bond Paper = Slavery, but Valued as Kings Creditor Directly, All Ages, All
Countries, and Islanders, Space Cadets, Animals with Caretakers in need of
Animals Value, with no forced nor volunteered Vaccinations nor Registrars
witnessing, but by Nurse, Doctor, or Any Staff member to Witnesses Only, with
thumb Print Address and Picture of Individual. I am Abolishing Registrars all
together, New Borns infinitely by 2/15/2020

Red Letter

A New Born Baby shall be the Crown in their Own
capacity of a Kings Creditor as soon as there is
breathing, and shall not be charged by billing but by
Value of the King Royal Revenue, by either hospitals
doctor or midwife, infants foot print automatically, and
charged to Countries Treasury, and charged to give the
verification, and a copy amount of full costs to the
Parent/s or Adoptee or Caretaker, and of all visits prior
to Doctors or any charges thereof the course of pre-
pregnancy. This format is because of the Treacherous
actions previous hospitals ways of doing business.
Therefore, since the population has decrease at a rapid
rate there will be no fear of cost having many children
that we desperately need. No more putting fetuses in
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foods as additives nor anything else. They are to be put
to rest in the manner the parent want or relative if the
parent cannot decide or passes away at birth. No
harmful shots or pills prior to birthing, full disclosure
from the very start of pre-pregnancy shall be given to
any or all parties, and on a National Letter in Schools,
and all people of the World with no tricks or hard to
read verbiage. Only Truth. All Cemeteries are to fully
pay for burials, for anyone paid by the Treasury of Each
Country, because of the prior Actions in the
Municipalities with the Land Owners and Caretaker, and
some Employees of bad intent with the current money
systems, people’s savings, and some food processing
services. (Human meat consumption) therefore I abolish
any human meat consumption and shall hold a life in
prison or death penalty in the near future. Waiting on
waiting of replicators, food industry and farmers to
change their ways, and put out of the human meat
business to get this Notice of Action. I will give this a
revisit by June 1. 2020. We will need humanitarian
projects for highly trained individuals to inspect all
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phases of growing, farming, and foreign container
trade, transportation, thoroughly, for safety purposes.

Later there will be more to add or take away from this
document depending on how fast this transformation
and reform will take place this Year. However, the
intent after this disclosure will be heavily taken into
account if intent to injure another knowingly or not by
ignorance. Such as, I am just an employee will not do
anymore. Each individual shall learn about the job and
Employer shall give full disclosure of products and
intent to all Parties at all times for Responsible Action.

Blessings, King Arthur I, AKA Daryl Arthur Payan I


